
Hikers 21st Jan 
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Q. How many popcorn in the jar do you think in the picture? 

Let’s put 100 pieces of popcorn in this jar( Pour in 100 Popcorn)-  

If (a child) took one out just one piece of popcorn-  would you notice one was 

missing? 

What about if (a child) ate 10 pieces!!!??? 
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Now lets think of the world! There are millions of people in the world- and yet 

GOD loves each one of them and knows each one of them by name  

He knows when we are happy, when we are sad. 

He made us and he cares for us 

10 popcorn go missing- we wouldn’t notice. BUT if 10 people wander away 

from being friends with God- He DOES notice and he cares- it makes him sad- 

because He loves us and wants us to be close to Him 

(Slide 4, 5 +6 ) 

Heart shapes with names in the hearts 
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Dress up a shepherd:  

Q. What does a shepherd do?    

The shepherd looks after sheep- keeps them safe from wild animals that may 

hurt or kill them. 

The sheep love their shepherd- they follow him everywhere he goes and they 

feel very safe and happy when he is close by. 

The shepherd watches the sheep all the time- He loves his sheep – each and 

every one of them! (Heart shape) He knows each of his sheep 

Most of the time the sheep do what the shepherd tells them to do- but just 

sometimes one sheep doesn’t listen and wanders off! 



GAME: PLAY- SIMON says, but instead- The Shepherd says! 
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I’ve got a story for you on the TV about a shepherd who loved each one of his 

sheep, and you will see what happens when 1 sheep gets lost! 

 

This story was told by JESUS. 
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Q What happened in the story? 

Q Did the shepherd care about the lost sheep? 

Q What did he do when he found his sheep?!! He picked him up and cuddled 

him then he ran and told his friends!!! 
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Jesus said HE is like the shepherd- Jesus loves and cares for each one of us. 

And when we come back to him and stay close he is sooooo happy !!  
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Jesus Loves us so much – he wants us to stay closer to him (heart shape) 

Sometimes we make bad choices don’t we- and we forget about God. We stop 

praying. We wander away from Jesus- just like the sheep did 

But Jesus never ever stops loving us. He is always looking out for us- wanting 

us to come back to him. And, When we come back to Him- He doesn’t get all 

cross- he smiles and is so happy we have come back and are praying again  
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A sheep!!! (show sheep)  

A sheep for …! 

…, Jesus is your shepherd and he wants you to stay close to Him. And he loves 

you very much! 

Even if you wander away- he loves you so much that he will come and find you. 

He is happy when you are close by! 

…, You can take this home : ‘Thank you Jesus for …, Amen’(say together) 

Prayer game: 

CD player: when the music stops – take out a sheep and hand it to the Hikers 

friend who it belongs to- each one of you are loved by God.  
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Whilst helpers get ready for icing biscuits, who would like some popcorn?!  
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Now, what did the shepherd do when he found the sheep- yes, he wanted to 

celebrate!!  

We are going to celebrate now by icing biscuits to take home!! 


